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Q4 Have you attended an EWU athletic event?
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82.44% 169
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Q5 What athletic events did you attend? You can select more than one
answer.
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Tennis and Track and Field 10/30/2020 5:19 PM

2 Hockey Games 10/26/2020 10:30 AM

3 Track & Field events 10/23/2020 12:02 PM

4 Hockey Club 10/23/2020 9:57 AM

5 track 10/22/2020 9:57 AM

6 Women's Soccer 10/22/2020 9:48 AM

7 Track and Field 10/21/2020 4:29 PM

8 Track and Field, Hockey 10/21/2020 12:59 PM

9 tennis 10/21/2020 11:02 AM

10 Track and field events 10/21/2020 10:10 AM

11 Women's tennis 10/21/2020 9:38 AM

12 Hockey 10/21/2020 9:14 AM

13 Hockey 10/21/2020 7:21 AM

14 Hockey 10/20/2020 8:24 PM

15 Don’t understand what the survey is asking? 10/20/2020 7:35 PM

16 HOCKEY 10/20/2020 7:06 PM

17 men's and women's cross country and track and field 10/20/2020 5:14 PM

18 Watch football when Televised sometimes 10/20/2020 4:41 PM

19 Hockey 10/20/2020 4:39 PM

20 Club hockey, intramural rugby 10/20/2020 4:36 PM

21 Men's hockey 10/20/2020 4:30 PM

22 Please note that this was 30+ years ago, when I was a student. 10/20/2020 4:24 PM

23 Track and field 10/20/2020 4:22 PM

24 track 10/20/2020 4:22 PM

25 Track and Field meet 10/20/2020 4:22 PM

26 Tennis, Track & Field 10/20/2020 4:20 PM

27 Hockey 10/20/2020 4:19 PM
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40.49% 83
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Q6 What motivated you to attend an athletic event? You can select more
than one answer.
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Especially, women's sports. Knew people who were playing. 11/2/2020 8:26 AM

2 I was a scholarship athlete in college and have an interest. 10/31/2020 2:02 PM

3 supporting student athletes participating 10/30/2020 5:19 PM

4 Support EWU students 10/30/2020 3:43 PM

5 EWU asked us to support the teams 10/30/2020 2:47 PM

6 My student invited me. 10/30/2020 2:29 PM

7 meet dignitaries 10/29/2020 3:44 PM

8 several of my students were on the team. I've only been to one event. 10/28/2020 3:30 PM

9 I have had student-athletes in my classes during their seasons, and have been asked to
attend one of their games.

10/26/2020 2:44 PM

10 I thought I should support some of my students. 10/26/2020 10:45 AM

11 invite from the Dean 10/26/2020 10:30 AM

12 Bringing guests and donors 10/26/2020 10:10 AM

13 Ticket prices were reduced for faculty 10/25/2020 7:36 PM

14 Meet and greet with potential industrial partners/donors. 10/25/2020 5:36 PM

15 Community 10/25/2020 4:28 PM

16 To support student athletes 10/25/2020 4:11 PM

17 I held a position for a bit that it was part of my responsibility to support the teams 10/25/2020 4:06 PM

18 To support EWU 10/24/2020 9:44 AM

19 Support peers and students - EWU spirit - camaraderie 10/23/2020 12:02 PM

20 It was a promotional event put on by a friend's organization (organization gave away free
tickets to their employees)

10/23/2020 10:41 AM

21 Free tickets to football, to see a student of mine on the Hockey Team 10/23/2020 9:57 AM

22 To support EWU sports. 10/23/2020 8:39 AM

23 Free tickets 10/22/2020 3:53 PM

24 My kids wanted to go. 10/22/2020 2:11 PM

25 to support our teams 10/22/2020 1:59 PM

26 The only reason that we attended this football game was that my husband received free tickets
through his work at Fairchild AFB.

10/22/2020 12:35 PM

27 enjoy watching students that arein or have attended my classes 10/22/2020 12:08 PM

28 A colleague's free ticket 10/22/2020 11:16 AM

29 My daughter went to UM and we went to a ball game where they were playing each other. 10/22/2020 10:05 AM

30 A student of mine was an athlete and invited me to go. 10/22/2020 10:02 AM

31 Work obligation - showing face and support 10/22/2020 9:53 AM

32 I want my daughters to have strong female role models. 10/22/2020 9:52 AM

33 Support students. Was named a Faculty mentor by a student-athlete. 10/22/2020 9:48 AM

34 Was required to attend one football game as an administrator 10/22/2020 9:43 AM

35 I was invited to a volleyball match by one of my students. 10/22/2020 9:43 AM
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36 I was given free tickets 10/22/2020 9:41 AM

37 To support a student athlete 10/22/2020 9:41 AM

38 Free ticket 10/22/2020 9:35 AM

39 To support students in my classes 10/21/2020 4:29 PM

40 Loyalty to EWU Athletic events create an opportunity for community spirit to flourish 10/21/2020 3:01 PM

41 I was invited by my students on several occasions; on others I received an award during half-
time.

10/21/2020 1:10 PM

42 know student athletes and coaches. Good family activity 10/21/2020 12:59 PM

43 Sense of community for Cheney and EWU. 10/21/2020 11:15 AM

44 Going with friends. Student athlete invited me. 10/21/2020 10:39 AM

45 Invitations from students; desire to support women's sports at EWU (went to some home
games of first season of EWU women's soccer)

10/21/2020 10:10 AM

46 I was invited as part of the new faculty orientation 10/21/2020 10:09 AM

47 My students asked me to attend the event. 10/21/2020 10:00 AM

48 To support my students who are athletes. 10/21/2020 9:38 AM

49 I like sports. It is interesting that the only reasons given for attending here are that one loves
sports or was simply going along for the ride.

10/21/2020 9:37 AM

50 At the time, I was required to for my classified job position (I've only been faculty for a year) 10/21/2020 9:03 AM

51 It was when I served on the PACIA committee. 10/21/2020 9:00 AM

52 supporting students 10/21/2020 8:48 AM

53 My spouse and I enjoy attending one or two football games a year. It's a fun fall activity. A
couple times we had also received free or discounted tickets.

10/21/2020 8:36 AM

54 EWU played against the team my family member wanted to watch. 10/21/2020 8:15 AM

55 Needed to make an appearance for my admin position. 10/21/2020 8:01 AM

56 I was asked to attend a football game by the Dean of our college. The hockey game was
something my husband wanted to attend.

10/21/2020 7:21 AM

57 Student was playing and asked me to go 10/21/2020 7:10 AM

58 I was invited and went to support the team. 10/20/2020 11:30 PM

59 Special invitation from President. 10/20/2020 8:54 PM

60 My students who played on the teams invited me. 10/20/2020 8:48 PM

61 Same 10/20/2020 7:35 PM

62 The bands were playing 10/20/2020 7:22 PM

63 Numerous athletes have been in my classes during the 18 years I have been teaching -
particularly members of the football teams. Several have been scholars, all good students. All
have been upstanding people.

10/20/2020 7:06 PM

64 I was dean of my school and hosting donors 10/20/2020 6:38 PM

65 Free tix 10/20/2020 6:37 PM

66 Curious how a low level division looked compared to say UT, Clemson 10/20/2020 6:27 PM

67 Free tickets 10/20/2020 5:27 PM

68 Curious to experience the game atmosphere. 10/20/2020 5:21 PM

69 I have been actively involved in sports all of my life. I still run, bike, and cross country ski. I
enjoy seeing college athletes have an opportunity to excel in sports and in the classroom. That

10/20/2020 5:14 PM
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opportunity is probably more appropriate for them at the Division II or III level, however, than at
the FCS level. And I would enjoy watching it more if it was sustainable economically for EWU.

70 My family enjoys sports. We also wanted to take our daughter to see women athletes. 10/20/2020 5:09 PM

71 Was offered a complimentary ticket & had nothing else to do that day. 10/20/2020 5:09 PM

72 Required to attend 10/20/2020 5:06 PM

73 Promotion from AD - free 10/20/2020 4:47 PM

74 Invited by student athletes in my classes. 10/20/2020 4:41 PM

75 The seats are mostly empty, so it is easy to get in. 10/20/2020 4:41 PM

76 I'm so impressed by our student-athletes at EWU and I want to show them support. I make an
extra effort to see the events of any student-athlete who is in my class

10/20/2020 4:36 PM

77 Student-athletes (in my program) 10/20/2020 4:33 PM

78 I like sports (not LOVE) and it was something to do. 10/20/2020 4:32 PM

79 We were playing my wife's alma mater 10/20/2020 4:30 PM

80 I was a chaperone for a local elementary school trip. 10/20/2020 4:29 PM

81 I was supporting the pep band and marching band 10/20/2020 4:29 PM

82 I felt obligated to attend as it was a social event. Also, it was expected of my department. 10/20/2020 4:27 PM

83 Season tickets to football 10/20/2020 4:26 PM

84 Support our student athletes and network with EWU colleagues 10/20/2020 4:25 PM

85 given tickets 10/20/2020 4:25 PM

86 Part of the reason I moved to EWU was so that I could attend football games. 10/20/2020 4:22 PM

87 I knew student/athletes who where competing. 10/20/2020 4:22 PM

88 Faculty appreciation night. Tickets were free and faculty friend was being honored 10/20/2020 4:21 PM

89 Invited by alumi/advancement 10/20/2020 4:20 PM

90 Common extra credit opportunity for my exercise science students so if they attend I will be in
attendance also

10/20/2020 4:20 PM

91 Support student athletes 10/20/2020 4:19 PM

92 Going to see Marching Band. 10/20/2020 4:19 PM

93 marching band 10/20/2020 4:19 PM

94 Free ticket 10/20/2020 4:19 PM
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Q7 How would you describe your experience at the athletic events you
have attended?
Answered: 205 Skipped: 95
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 It was interesting. 10/31/2020 2:02 PM

2 In that I attended multiple events my responses would be an aggregate of my experience. The
one response that was consistent was being proud to be an eagle.

10/30/2020 5:19 PM

3 None of the above were my primary motivations to attend the athletic events. 10/30/2020 3:43 PM

4 I am happy to support student-athletes, especially my students, but was disappointed by the
lack of attendance by EWU students (in general) and EWU fans.

10/26/2020 2:44 PM

5 Being part of such a big community event feels good. 10/25/2020 4:28 PM

6 EWU pride is by far the strongest motivator 10/23/2020 12:02 PM

7 We would have gone to more basketball games, but it was too loud for our kids to tolerate for
long.

10/22/2020 10:02 AM

8 Great competition, fun to watch and support our students 10/21/2020 4:29 PM

9 My family will probably not go back to a football game because even though it was before noon
lot of people around us in the seats were already drunk and belligerent. I was happy to visit
with some students that I saw at the game.

10/21/2020 8:48 AM

10 It was also disappointing as the court was almost empty. 10/20/2020 11:30 PM

11 Made me feel like a part of something bigger than my job at EWU. 10/20/2020 8:58 PM

12 Same 10/20/2020 7:35 PM

13 I don’t place my pride in athletics 10/20/2020 6:38 PM

14 This is nothing next to attending a UT, Clemson, or KSU event. I have been to events as
mentioned schools. EWU needs a new identity and spirts is not it. These kids are nothing like
the kids in the big leagues. I love spirts, but I won’t waste my time again at an EWU event.
Focus should be academics at a school like EWU as it will never be a Clemson or KSU!

10/20/2020 6:27 PM

15 I appreciate the hard work and skill of student athletes. I would find it more enjoyable if we
played sports at an appropriate level against more appropriate competition.

10/20/2020 5:14 PM

16 Seeing students et concussions was hard to watch. 10/20/2020 5:09 PM

17 disability made seating impossible to reach with the behavior of staff and crowd. I gave up
every time I tried about halftime as I missed to much of the game trying to get to seats to
make it worth staying.

10/20/2020 4:25 PM

18 it was fun but it was just watching kids playing in a gym. it was something to do on a cold
winter night

10/20/2020 4:21 PM
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26.32% 25
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Q8 Why did you decide not to attend any athletic events? You can select
more than one answer.
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I am against things that injure the brains of our students. 10/30/2020 5:58 PM

2 Have watched EWU football on TV 10/30/2020 1:38 PM

3 I just started this year and with COVID have not been able to attend any athletic events. I plan
to ASAP.

10/26/2020 6:55 PM

4 I enjoy exercising, swimming, and other non-competitive things I can engage in, but I'm not
really a spectator. I do enjoy that our sports teams are part of our community.

10/25/2020 10:57 PM

5 Lack of time; logistics of attending events out on campus as I live in Spokane; lack of interest
- not a priority for me.

10/22/2020 4:31 PM

6 I really only watch college basketball. I've planned to go to EWU women's games but just
never made it.

10/22/2020 2:29 PM

7 I prefer cultural events. 10/22/2020 10:13 AM

8 Not interested in the level of competition. Prefer power 5 conferences 10/22/2020 9:58 AM

9 I didn't have much time in my first year at EWU to attend athletic events. Plus, COVID hit. 10/22/2020 9:46 AM

10 While I enjoy sports, I am not a particularly big fan of live sports events at a university. 10/22/2020 9:23 AM

11 lack of desire to drive out to Cheney 10/22/2020 8:57 AM

12 I work for EWU on the west side of the state so hard to attend. 10/21/2020 4:01 PM

13 I loathe football and I'm just not into watching sports, period. I like to play sports but watching
them is a total waste of time.

10/21/2020 10:38 AM

14 I prefer intramural sports to big sports at learning institutions. 10/21/2020 10:05 AM

15 I went to men's basketball games! I tried to go back to 10/21/2020 9:37 AM

16 I am interested in physical activity and sports as a participant not as a spectator. 10/21/2020 9:03 AM

17 I cannot support in good conscience a non-academic program that loses money every year,
while academic programs suffer.

10/21/2020 8:27 AM

18 I wouldn't say I don't enjoy sports, but I have better things to do with my time. 10/20/2020 9:05 PM

19 I live in Spokane, so it would be an extra trip. 10/20/2020 8:37 PM

20 I don't support spending academic dollars on sports. I think football is immoral. 10/20/2020 6:46 PM

21 Not interested in regional school athletics 10/20/2020 6:21 PM

22 I am not interested. 10/20/2020 5:48 PM

23 I don't see EWU athletics very attractive 10/20/2020 5:38 PM

24 This is a weird question. Why would the default be to assume that we'd go to sports games?
Why not default to assuming that we wouldn't go, and ask people who went why they went?

10/20/2020 5:24 PM

25 Love playing sports but don't really enjoy watching them. 10/20/2020 5:08 PM

26 It's not valuable to my life experience. I teach and am the director of graduate students so
undergrad activities aren't relevant.

10/20/2020 5:02 PM

27 Having had a few student athletes as students, I have found that college sports puts
tremendous pressure on them. For example, I had one student who had five knee surgeries in
four years. For this substantive reason, I do not support college athletics.

10/20/2020 4:51 PM

28 I'm athletic myself and once saw a phenomenal national league women's basket ball game in
Seattle, but mostly sporting events like these don't interest me and are not what I want to
spend my time doing.

10/20/2020 4:47 PM

29 Not only do I not have much time to devote to this, I feel the association of athletics with
education is fundamentally flawed, especially in situations where athletics is prioritized over
academics which has clearly been the case at EWU. We seem to have deluded ourselves into

10/20/2020 4:45 PM
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thinking the football team really is a contender for national championships, pretending to exist
in a world where, for example, Clemson and Alabama don't exist. If the Athletics program were
producing revenue, that would be something, but in a situation where it needs to be subsidized
by the rest of the university at the tune of many millions of dollars a year - not attending such
events for me is also an act of protest. There's something to be said for intramurals (which is
common across the rest of the world).

30 My own kids sports and travel back to Cheney in the evenings and weekends. 10/20/2020 4:40 PM

31 I am located at a satellite campus (Bellevue). 10/20/2020 4:36 PM

32 They are a waste of money and I do not support diverting tuition dollars to fund them. Also, the
Big Sky conference is weak.

10/20/2020 4:33 PM

33 I haven't ever wanted to, the athletics program is not top tier and not how I would spend my
free time.

10/20/2020 4:32 PM

34 I have better things to do with my time. 10/20/2020 4:31 PM

35 I have problems with fatigue and am not usually able to use my free time doing things like this.
I usually stay at home and rest.

10/20/2020 4:26 PM

36 Just never got around to it. I live in Spokane and didn't want to commute back to Cheney for
basketball games, for example.

10/20/2020 4:25 PM

37 I do not believe tax dollars and student money should be used this way 10/20/2020 4:23 PM

38 I also hate football. If I had time I would consider attending other events such as basketball or
track.

10/20/2020 4:19 PM
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Q9 In your opinion, does EWU give too much, too little, or the right amount
of attention to the athletic program?
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 The right amount of attention but too much money 10/31/2020 2:06 PM

2 In general, I believe that EWU has done well in supporting athletics, but there are some areas
of athletics that have not been as supported as I believe they should be. (Athletic training has
consistently been understaffed based on national and even conference standards

10/30/2020 5:24 PM

3 I would appreciate a balance to public image/ billboards/ announcements to include athletes'
academic achievements along with their athletic skills. I'd appreciate less funds to the
department when they run a deficit year after year. Supporting student athletes is vital in
scholarships.

10/29/2020 9:37 AM

4 I'm only in my second year as a faculty here and I don't feel like I've been here long enough to
have an educated opinion

10/26/2020 7:26 PM

5 too much in current situation 10/22/2020 9:51 AM

6 The right amount of "attention," but absolutely too much money. (This is clearly a "push"
question.)

10/21/2020 11:19 AM

7 WAY TOO MUCH 10/21/2020 10:09 AM

8 EWU spends vastly more than it can afford on an entertainment program that its own students
do not attend, even though they have already been charged for admission.

10/21/2020 9:35 AM

9 I'm not sure what is meant by attention. It's fine to celebrate and support athletics. It should
not be at a cost to the rest of the University.

10/21/2020 8:40 AM

10 EWU Administration yes. Students and faculty much less. 10/20/2020 11:33 PM

11 Too little attention to the money lost yearly. 10/20/2020 8:52 PM

12 Not too much attention, but too much money. 10/20/2020 4:45 PM

13 I don't have enough information to say 10/20/2020 4:40 PM

14 Depends in what area, PR yes, monetary support way to much 10/20/2020 4:30 PM

15 I think some sports her woefully neglected and others get far too much attention 10/20/2020 4:23 PM
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Q10 In your opinion, what priority does the athletics program receive
during the budget process when compared to academic programs?
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Q11 Should faculty have a prominent role in the governance of athletic
programs at their institution?
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Q12 College sports are an important part of the university experience for
students.
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Q13 I believe a successful athletics program helps improve the quality of
applicants to a university.
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Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us regarding
athletics at EWU? 

Answered: 180 Skipped: 120
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 I wish questions 11 and 12 had specified EWU rather than saying "the university" or "a
university." I believe the answer for a regional comprehensive, like EWU, may be different than
the answer for a private D1 institution or a very large public D1 institution.

11/2/2020 8:30 AM

2 None 11/1/2020 11:28 AM

3 WWU is a model for us. It's time to let go of old ideas about what college is or should be. 11/1/2020 9:00 AM

4 I believe the mens and womens basketball programs should be maintained at the Division One
level and that football, and all other sports, be cut back to Division III to to NAIA affiliation.

10/31/2020 2:06 PM

5 We need to abolish football. It is a moral as well as a budgetary necessity. 10/30/2020 6:00 PM

6 not at this time 10/30/2020 5:24 PM

7 I care about student athletes as I do for all students. I understand they work very hard to
balance their responsibilities as students and as athletes. I understand that they care deeply
about their education, but the opportunity to play spots at EWU is also very important to them.
I also know that for most of my students are very busy juggling school, work and family
responsibilities that they don't have time to attend games. Given the budget challenges we are
facing right now, we will need to prioritize resources that support student retention and success
overall.

10/30/2020 3:43 PM

8 I am in support of a strong athletics program though not at the expense of faculty or
department funds. I think a balance can be made with the appropriate analysis and opinion of
experienced individuals.

10/30/2020 1:50 PM

9 I have enjoyed EWU successes in athletics, particularly football, over the last 20 years or so,
but if budget times are now so difficult as to force a re-imagining of the academic program,
then it is time for athletics to be minimized. The University Mission is about educational
opportunities for residents of Eastern Washington, and programs tangential to this mission,
such as athletics, should be eliminated before reducing educational opportunities for students
on this side of the state.

10/30/2020 1:43 PM

10 Athletics is important - being active in fun ways is important. But not critical to be division 1,
and athletics shouldn't supersede the core mission of the university. We are an inclusive
institution, but the athletic facilities have become much less inclusive over time - things like
the ability to run around the track are more targeted now towards elite participants, and not the
average student now. The goal really should be the health and well-being of all students, vs.
entertainment. The year that funds for students to go to NCUR were eliminated after their
abstracts had been accepted, while funds were made available to go to athletic events was
galling. WWU is a good model for where we should go.

10/29/2020 3:49 PM

11 Faculty provides shared governance on academic affairs. It is also the responsibility to view
our student body from a wholistic perspective. Faculty should pay attention to student affairs
(housing, services, dining, health & wellness, student clubs/orgs, Pride Center/Multicult
Center, CAPS, WAGE and others), fundraising/ foundation, legislative agenda, and athletics.
Knowledge and input from faculty org. is important to all areas of the campus because it takes
the entirety of the campus community and surrounding community to build a successful and
rewarding experience for our student body.

10/29/2020 9:37 AM

12 Athletics in its current form does not serve the educational mission of the university. Student
athletes are not encouraged to seek advising from faculty mentors; departments have no idea
how to better serve student athletes because we are never asked, and never have been in my
30 years here - 20 of which as dept. chair or faculty UG advisor. More importantly, maintaining
an expensive, Div. I NCAA program is detrimental to EWU students. For the vast majority who
aren't athletes, it sucks away fees and distracts the community's attention from other extra
curricular activities; for the student athletes, the rewards are slim - yes they get to play the
sport they love in college; but if they don't play men's football or basketball it is with little
recognition, skimpy scholarships (or no scholarships). Instead, we should be in a lesser
division and have lots of club sports that EWU students actually enjoy and could participate in,
such as soccer, softball, ultimate frisbee, and Esports. These would bring SO MUCH MORE to
all our students' college experience that NCAA Div. 1.

10/28/2020 3:42 PM

13 I believe the athletics program is sheltered from cuts and reforms due to outside external
interests that don't serve the benefit of EWU as an institution as a whole, only personal

10/28/2020 12:26 PM
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interests. That is not right! Students shouldn't have to pay to finance someone's hobby!

14 I would support more modest but more inclusive sports programs that support students with
disabilities, women, etc. I love practicing sports, but I strongly believe male football should not
define this institution's identity. Many of my students report being very uncomfortable with the
image of EWU as a football university because of the racism, heteronormative values, and
health issues they associate with it at a professional level. I am worried that it sends a mixed
signal to BIPOC and LGBTQ+ students who may have similar discomfort around professional
football. For some students, football damages the image of the university, which they
otherwise perceive as an oasis of diversity in a region that is not always welcoming to them.

10/28/2020 9:12 AM

15 I believe that athletics should be consistent with the size of the university. If our peers are not
division 1, why are we? Our fans would still enjoy coming to our games. That being said, I
understand that we may not have really fund raised as other institutions, and this may make a
difference. I do believe that we are underrepresented in our community in terms of apparel and
team based logos (in grocery stores, Costco, etc.). We wee much of Gonzaga and WSU, but
no EWU. Why is this? Would this make a difference?

10/28/2020 8:14 AM

16 The fact that these student-athletes are students needs to be more of the focus in this
conversation. An extremely small percentage will continue in athletics at any level or in any
professional capacity, but the education they receive is something that will assist them the
most after graduation and throughout their lifetime. Relative to other institutions in the area
(within driving distance), the EWU athletics fan base is very, very small and cannot support the
expenses required to maintain the current athletics program. All efforts should be made to
protect student athletes and their interests, and that means that changes to the athletics
department need to heavily consider what the costs of their program is taking from the
educational side of the university. Student-athletes are students, and they need the athletic
department to do what is in their best interests. Students need to come first.

10/26/2020 2:55 PM

17 I have seen example of athletics in European institutions in the form of competitive clubs.
Academics should be the focus of an institution of higher learning.

10/26/2020 11:30 AM

18 NO 10/26/2020 10:33 AM

19 Some of the questions were poorly worded relative to my feelings. I believe that athletics is a
luxury that enhances the university experience when they can be afforded, but which are not
necessary to the experience when they cannot. This is increasingly true as you drop lower in
BCS level competition, and particularly at levels below that.

10/26/2020 10:13 AM

20 It's just so expensive in light of everything else that's going on. 10/26/2020 9:39 AM

21 no 10/26/2020 9:33 AM

22 EWU is a regional comprehensive university. As such, it should focus on its core mission of
providing education to the region--with on-campus courses, online courses, workshops, and the
like. Athletics, while providing some benefits, does not qualify as part of EWU's core mission.
Presuming that having a renowned athletic program will increase the quality of applicants is
spurious.

10/26/2020 9:18 AM

23 Move football to lower division or eliminate football- it loses too much money and is far, far, too
expensive- keep other sports as they cost less-

10/26/2020 7:50 AM

24 I believe athletics helps build community and donor relations. EWU should promote activities
more. Encourage attendance.

10/26/2020 6:38 AM

25 I think student athletes help boost enrollment, so offering athletics is important. The difficult
task is determining how much to allow for them in the budget, as right now there is not enough
money to focus on academic quality.

10/25/2020 8:37 PM

26 I had one student who was searching for a graduate program and remembered our "red turf."
He ultimately came to our program because of the strong academic, but he started his search
because of the red field.

10/25/2020 7:38 PM

27 Students come to study. Not to become athletes. 10/25/2020 6:27 PM

28 Athletics should not be prioritized over academics...ever. 10/25/2020 5:35 PM

29 Academics should be the priority. Sports are fun but not central to the EWU's educational
purposes. Funding should focus on education not athletics

10/25/2020 5:20 PM
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30 I love the EWU Eagles, but enough of this annual budget deficit. We aren't WSU, GU, UW, or
the like. And that's okay.

10/25/2020 5:00 PM

31 College athletics are important and valuable, but they are also secondary, and should be
treated as such, to EWU's or any other university's primary missions, which are education and
research

10/25/2020 4:27 PM

32 Dedicated student athletes. 10/25/2020 4:13 PM

33 I was a college athlete. It was an invaluable experience. Even if for no one other than the
athletes themselves, college athletics should be preserved.

10/25/2020 4:11 PM

34 Athletics directly help some of our academic and professional programs at EWU. For example
- hands-on learning opportunities for Sport Management Minor -

10/25/2020 4:11 PM

35 No 10/25/2020 4:08 PM

36 Yes. I believe that some level of university athletics may attract donors to EWU and sporting
events provide opportunities to attract community members, local residents, and EWU
students and staff to join together and share common experiences. I wonder if there is a way
to more publicly highlight academic programs at sporting events? Also, couldn’t sporting
events (at any level: intramural or between universities) be used to promote local fans as a
way to highlight community connections?

10/24/2020 9:52 AM

37 EWU is a university and the most important focus should be on academics. We're in a
"financial crisis" where we're going to lose 30% of the faculty or instructors. We spend way too
much on athletics and the administration keeps dragging it's heels not wanting to make any
serious cuts. Even after the faculty drew up a thorough report with good ideas (with multiple
options) on what could be done. So now we're spending a bunch of money to pay a consultant
(I thought we were in a financial crisis?) to give us yet another report and will delay taking any
action for a long period of time. It doesn't seem right to me. The university needs to make up
its mind as to its priorities: Is it academics or athletics?

10/23/2020 1:27 PM

38 While I was not an athlete, athletics/sports supported my identity and pride as an Eagle and
now as a faculty member. Athletics is a vital to the fabric of EWU.

10/23/2020 12:05 PM

39 Athletics Need to be relegated to the position of incidental Activities 10/23/2020 10:58 AM

40 I have no issues with athletics, but believe that it should be primarily self-funded. I also believe
that we need to be very cognizant about the health problems associated with athletics that are
really becoming a forefront of research, such as the research on traumatic brain injuries (TBIs).
TBIs are becoming a significant concern, and ultimately we will need to contend with the
feasibility of certain athletic programs (e.g., football) in the future - not just at EWU, but
nationally.

10/23/2020 10:44 AM

41 Athletics must be self supporting and cost effective. The program should not be allowed to
have financial deficits or absorb disproportinate funding in comparison to academic programs.
In a budget crisis academic programs must take precedence. ALWAYS

10/22/2020 7:22 PM

42 If athletics were self-supporting, I have no issue with continue any of the athletic programs at
EWU. Based on the current financial situation, and especially with department, program and
workforce reduction/pay decreases, the university is certainly not in a financial position to
support athletics.

10/22/2020 4:38 PM

43 Too much money being wasted on supporting few students over thousands of struggling
students. It's not okay. Not acceptable. Not ethical.

10/22/2020 3:55 PM

44 I worked in admissions at Duke and know that most of the athletes were admitted with below-
par qualifications, especially the golfers. I read The Game of Life and just recently listened to
Michael Lewis's audiobook, Playing to Win. I've written for The Chronicle of Higher Education
for more than two decades. I've been around some blocks with this issue and know how
complicated it is. I taught at University of Montana and have been at EWU for 14 years. I see
the ways college athletics helps many students in ways that last long past graduation, so it's
not as simple as many faculty want to believe (academics v. athletics). But I also think
athletics needs to be self-sustaining and in compliance with Title IX. Football is a drain on our
resources. I commend the athletic director for speaking passionately on behalf of our students
(though I wish someone would stop her from calling them "kids"--it's plain disrespectful and
keeps them from seeing themselves as young adults. Plus, many of our students have had to
grow up fast). Faculty think getting rid of football and/or all sports will solve our problems. Of

10/22/2020 2:43 PM
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course that's not the case. But we are in crisis and something has to give. At this point, I think
it should come from athletics. There's nowhere else to look. Our staff has been decimated and
faculty cuts are coming. I know that at least one of our trustees was impressed with the Pictor
Group and he encouraged me to look at the website. I am confident this group will be
thoughtful about the recommendations and give us good advice about how to move forward. It
will be up to the administration to do the hard work of explaining to the faculty whatever
decisions are made. Rachel Toor Professor of Creative Writing

45 Your question about "too much attention" is a red herring. The real question should be about
"too much money." Nothing in this survey asked what our thoughts are on moving back to a
different lower division, which would still allow for all of the attention and media coverage
possible, but would help the university SURVIVE FINANCIALLY.

10/22/2020 2:33 PM

46 Whereas many faculty may claim en masse to want athletics removed from EWU, I think there
are just as many who enjoy having the diversity of students that an athletics program often
brings and who enjoy actually being part of campus life involving athletics. My 12 year old son
LOVES basketball and the ability for him to attend even 1-2 games a year is a big deal. He
was able to give a classmate a poster of the EWU bball team a few years ago and they still
talk about it. And then he and that classmate both went to the EWU bball summer camp last
summer 2019 and had a great time. These are the intangible aspects of athletics that I am not
sure all faculty understand.

10/22/2020 2:14 PM

47 Too many students athletes and non-athletes) pad their GPAs with strength conditioning, fast
fitness, and other PEHR courses. It is embarrassing when EWU brags about the high
academic success of its athletes.

10/22/2020 2:04 PM

48 For question 11 - Athletics are important to some student's experience, just like music and
theater are important to other students. I do not think athletics are important for all students at
EWU. For question 12 - I am not sure how "quality of applicants" is defined. If this is talking
about academics, I do not think that a successful athletics program helps improve the quality
of applicants to a university compared to the average student applying to EWU. I do believe
that strong academic programs improve the quality of applicants.

10/22/2020 1:09 PM

49 no 10/22/2020 12:09 PM

50 No. Thanks. 10/22/2020 11:19 AM

51 Sports programs are too costly. The high cost has endangered the prime mission of the
university.

10/22/2020 11:16 AM

52 While "college sports" is a nice addition to a holistic college experience, we clearly cannot
afford to be Division I. Between being in Division I, coupled with having football, means we
cannot offer a breadth of sports for our students.

10/22/2020 11:02 AM

53 We are going through serious budget cuts. Spending on an athletics program seems like a
luxury we can no longer afford.

10/22/2020 10:39 AM

54 Regional institutions like EWU should not be diverting any funds away from academics to
athletics. We exist to educate students not entertain them - in my experience our students are
here to learn and improve their lives through education, very few seem interested in attending
athletic events. I do think athletics can add value to the institution but doing so should never
come at the expense of academic programs. I am confident there are ways to keep athletics at
EWU that save money and fit more appropriately with the size of the size of the school and our
institutional priorities. Lowering divisions or dropping underperforming sports to
clubs/intercollegiate level could be helpful.

10/22/2020 10:19 AM

55 Athletics should pay of itself and not continue to bleed the university. They do not lead to
better quality of students applying to Eastern. Athletics does not bring in more money then
they spend in donations therefore needs to be reduced or eliminated. Maybe we ( USA ) needs
to look at the European model if athletics is a route for some to pros the pro teams should pay
for it. I was born and raised in the US. I love sports but the expense has gotten way to far out
of control. The students and the university are being asked to fund the short falls to the
determent of educational programs. Looking at the attendance by students gives a great
measure of important they feel. This is more so since they get in free and still do not attend.

10/22/2020 10:17 AM

56 Have had season tickets to the football program since I arrived here. I have travelled every
year to see the team play in Missoula, Idaho, WSU and UW. I come from Canada where sports
is not an important part of a University's identity and where schools would never sacrifice

10/22/2020 10:12 AM
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academics for athletics. I have come to feel that that is the case here. Two years ago we were
all being told that the university academics needed to cut $3million because of declining
enrollment. That same year the Athletics program (which had been losing money for years) had
$3+million added to their budget. That just shows that the priority here is all wrong. While
lecturers etc were losing their jobs, athletics was being given more money even though they
demonstrated that they were mishandling their budget. Now we are faced with hundreds of
people losing their jobs and it seems that nothing is being cut from sports. Regardless of what
happens, I will never go to a football game again.

57 It does feel like the Board of Trustees places more value & attention on athletics than
academics. During the October BOT meetings, representatives from athletics were glowingly
praised for their actions & response to COVID-19; however, the comments for academic
faculty seemed much less enthusiastic. While I wholeheartedly stand with the idea that
athletics is very much a part of the college experience - I went to many events as an
undergrad and grad student at my alma mater - I find it very disheartening that athletics is still
receiving glowing recognition & attention, while academics is fighting for their lives. As
academic programs are being encouraged, and in some circumstances told, to find alternative
ways to fund programs and become more self-sustaining, I wonder why this message is not
being pushed on athletics as much. I know this idea has been brought up with athletics, but it
still feels like athletics is receiving more supports - whether financially or just emotionally - in
their quest for funding & survival. Academics is the true backbone of higher education; even
students who participate are still called "STUDENT athletes". We can not afford to neglect
academics anymore.

10/22/2020 10:11 AM

58 I am disappointed that academic money went to athletics. We should not be paying for Big
Sky when the ticket revenue and attendance don't support that.

10/22/2020 10:06 AM

59 The athletic program has to share budget reduction as equally as the academic programs. To
keep investing in athletics at the same level, it is a slap on the face for Faculty and students
that come to EWU not for the sports but their education.

10/22/2020 10:02 AM

60 If you are looking to cut the budget for the athletics dept, perhaps consider re-negotiating Mary
Cullinan's faculty contract that pays her exponentially more than any full professor at the
university (undergraduate or graduate). It is unclear to most faculty how she continues to fail
upwardly.

10/22/2020 10:02 AM

61 As much as I care for and believe in athletics, I do not believe that academic programs should
be cut in order to save this program. The current environment seems such that academic
programs are on the line, at the expenses of trying to maintain the status quo in athletics. This
is wrong, especially when tenured faculty are at risk of losing their jobs. In the end, we have to
consider why students come to EWU and the role that athletics plays in their academic lives. I
would venture to say that 75 - 80% of our student body could care less. They are here to get
educated and find employment, which is at the heart of our role, as a comprehensive
institution, here in the Inland NW. Please, do not lose focus of this fact.

10/22/2020 10:02 AM

62 The Athletic programs at our sister Universities (WWU, CWU) are doing considerably well. GU,
UW, or WSU are not our sister universities. Let's rethink Athletics at EWU, please.

10/22/2020 10:01 AM

63 No university should allow its primary (or even a secondary focus) to be college athletics. If
athletics requires sacrifice on the part of academic programs, priorities should be examined.

10/22/2020 9:54 AM

64 I have nothing against athletics. Physical health is a core component of human well-being. I
am very much against the entitlement of NCAA administrators, the abuse of unpaid student-
athletes and the way athletics departments siphon millions of dollars away from academic
through student fees and then have the temerity to call student fees "revenue." College
athletics are too large, have no accountability and threaten to destroy higher education in the
US.

10/22/2020 9:52 AM

65 I love athletics, but a university is academic as its foundation. Without faculty teaching and
engaging in research with student scholars, there is no university. Thus, academics need to be
prioritized if difficult choices have to be made in the current budget climate. Thank you for your
consideration of my feedback.

10/22/2020 9:51 AM

66 1. At EWU most all student athletes pay something to go to EWU. 2. The athletic department
has done an amazing job with the resources provided by the university. 3. Athletics are an
asset to EWU and the community of Cheney.

10/22/2020 9:49 AM

67 Work first, play later. That is what I was taught. Academics leads to jobs for all students, and 10/22/2020 9:48 AM
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our primary mission. Athletics, leads to few jobs. When you are short of money, you don't go
play, you focus on work. Shelve the team sports until we get our budget back on track. When
the budgets are honest, team sports takes money from academics. HOWEVER, the training of
high school athletic coaches used to be a key mission, and many HS coaches in the PNW
went to EWU. But that is not so now. How do we get that back? EWU was well know for
producing high quality coaches. I would stand 100% behind that effort.

68 In times of budgetary crisis, academics should have a greater priority than athletics.
Especially during COVID

10/22/2020 9:45 AM

69 Athletics is important, but academic is more important than athletics since the main purpose of
a student to come to EWU is to get a degree.

10/22/2020 9:44 AM

70 Cut athletics entirely before touching academics 10/22/2020 9:36 AM

71 although I don't attend in person I feel the Eagle spirit and pride re: our sports and the athletes
academic performance too! I definitely watch on tv when our Eagles are in play offs

10/22/2020 8:59 AM

72 The university in the past has failed to capitalize on the successes of our athletics programs
and our student athletes. The current leadership is changing that, but it takes time to build a
strong program. They should be given that time. It is tough right now, but will serves us well in
the future.

10/21/2020 4:31 PM

73 EWU Athletics outperforms Academics on the National Stage 10/21/2020 3:02 PM

74 I don't care for football at all. In decades past, EWU had a larger variety of sports, and I
preferred that. Many more students could participate in sports at a competitive level. Now it
seems to be football or nothing. We should be an academic university first, not just a football
program where some people also study.

10/21/2020 1:33 PM

75 Athletics contribute to Eastern. But Eastern is crumpling under the weight of the cost of the
current model of athletics. NCAA costs are too high for EWU's size, are destructive of the
environment, and are exploitative of students. I strongly support an alternative model of
athletics in which more students can participate, and participate without having to travel so far
and thus miss too much class. I enjoy going to athletic events at EWU, and want to continue
to do so. But the current model creates resentment in me because it is far too much for EWU
to continue to subsidize, at the expense of academic programs and thus at the expense of the
general student body, many of whom cannot take the time or the extra money to enjoy.
Community boosters need to take those unseen students into account. They are what makes
Eastern such an important place.

10/21/2020 1:20 PM

76 Right-sizing Athletics is a crucial step towards making EWU financially sustainable. The
current Athletics affiliation with the Big Sky is poor fit for EWU: it is too expensive and the
geographical area of the conference is too vast. NCAA Division III would maximize the
benefits of an Athletics program and minimize the costs.

10/21/2020 1:14 PM

77 I think we need a vibrant athletic program but it must be done in a financially responsible
manner. For example, football cannot lose $3 million a year.

10/21/2020 1:01 PM

78 I would like to see EWU retain some athletics but would like to also see them get their budget
under control. I personally think having students attend for free is a mistake. As a student, I
paid for tickets to athletic events at a reduced rate and that was fine.

10/21/2020 11:51 AM

79 I absolutely love sports and love attending events. However, this is a recreational activity--
while there are a very few notable exceptions, the vast majority of our student athletes do not
go on to pursue a professional athletic career- and if there is ever a question of athletic funding
detracting from potential academic funding the priority is absolutely clear in my mind that
academics should take precedence. We are a SCHOOL. A very detailed study was done by
faculty members which shows there is NO evidence that our athletic programs bring more
students to EWU. A very small number of students even attend events. Based on just these
two facts, the thought of athletics being able to continue as is, in millions of dollars of debt
(and when a change to a DII or DIII would also save MILLIONS) it is incredibly insulting to hear
the provost's suggestions about cutting the heart of our music program. The music program
that has supported the football team, playing in the cold most weeks, spending hours of hours
of their time to help create an exciting atmosphere. The program that has sent our music
education students out into the job field with 100% job placement. The program that features
the most over-qualified and excellent faculty you could ever dream to find at a school like
EWU. The school that has supplied over 50% of music teachers to the Spokane area. I could

10/21/2020 11:40 AM
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go on for pages. We love and support our athletes, but are gutted when the priorities seem so
out of balance and are poised to play a role in gutting the entire arts/music scene of Spokane.

80 Yes. Our football program would be just as much if not more fun for fans and athletes and
contribute as much to the EWU experience if we competed in a lower division, if that would
result in significant savings.

10/21/2020 11:19 AM

81 It's a complete waste of money. 350 students out of 10+ thousand? Ridiculous. The money
that's taken up by athletics in institutions of higher education should be allocated to programs
that are actually providing the education students come for. Not training an elite group of
students, most of whom will go no further in their athletic careers than a few years in a half-
assed college program.

10/21/2020 10:42 AM

82 EWU admin and BOT continually frame the question as if it's "NCAA Div. 1 sports or nothing",
which is frustrating. EWU could play in a different division, or a different association and
conference. How much might be saved by playing in the NAIA, Cascade Conference?

10/21/2020 10:17 AM

83 Sports at EWU have a disproportionate level of importance. We are a regional comprehensive
university that caters to people from the region, many of whom are first generation college
students or non-traditional college students with limited means. To see that we are cutting
academic programs and faculty and staff positions while we continue to pump millions of
dollars into a football program is, to say the least, very upsetting.

10/21/2020 10:09 AM

84 I am very pro-athletics, and do think quality athletics programs add to a university. *And* they
are secondary, and should not be prioritized financially in ways that harm academics. This is
particularly true with football. I spent many decades of my life following (and loving) football.
But in recent years, the data is in with regard to brain damage - it affects almost all players, is
debilitating, and is irreversible. I have come to feel that football has no place in institutions of
higher learning - our job is to stimulate the brains of our students, not to encourage student-
athletes to damage their brains for our entertainment. Further, football programs require LOTS
of money, and in EWU's case, this is money that is not recouped. It seems unconscionable
that we would cut academic programs while spending millions of dollars per year supporting a
sport that literally damages the brains of our students. It's time to take the high road here - cut
football, support other, much lower-cost sports, and do what we can to save as much of the
academic identity of this university as we can. Athletics are a nice add-on, but they must be
second to academics at an institution devoted to learning.

10/21/2020 10:09 AM

85 When the EWU budget is robust and ripe with discretionary funds...all types of extra-curricular
activities are great to have as part of our University. Unfortunately, times are tough right now
and with cuts to academics occurring, we ought not spend anything on athletics. I also am
concerned about the exploitation of students who are athletes by all colleges and universities.

10/21/2020 10:04 AM

86 While I do not necessarily agree with the amount of attention given to Football, our other
programs are strong and bring in really quality students. The athletes I've had the pleasure of
teaching (only one football player, others have been tennis, cross country, track, basketball)
have been absolutely wonderful. Athletics helps them to grow, provides focus for those
students, and allows them an opportunity to attend the university tuition free. Athletics can
also put the university on people's radars. I believe that if athletics is cut, the university will not
survive.

10/21/2020 9:41 AM

87 There was not place in the survey to express the frustration about EWU's preoccupation with
NCAA status. We could retain much of our athletic program by saving costs through another
venue such as NAIA.

10/21/2020 9:40 AM

88 The enormous overspending on athletics by the Administration over the last 3-4 decades has
been a case of chronic mismanagement. The study done by David Syphers has shown that
our students (94% at least) are indifferent to the athletic events they have already paid for with
their student fees. Most probably are not aware of the sums involved, with $1400 spent per
actual student attending a game. It shows that the success of the football or other teams has
no correlation with recruitment. It shows that the attempt of the Administration to address a
chronic deficit is nothing more than smoke and mirrors--the program's budget is almost entirely
"deficit," to the tune of $7 million annually, some years more, some slightly less, perhaps. The
continued massive subsidy of the program with state funding, tuition money, and student fees
is entirely unjustified by the mythic "benefits" football and other sports supposedly bring.
Faculty Senators have repeatedly requested justification but the Admin is entirely unable to
point to any tangible evidence that the cost-benefit ratio of the athletics program makes the
institution stronger. There is clearly a powerful political undercurrent and a fear surround the

10/21/2020 9:35 AM
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"image" of the university, but no administrators will actually talk about the real reasons why
they cling to the failure and waste of the program. The university is in grave budgetary crisis
and we are facing a crippling reduction of the core functions of the institution--massive faculty
firings, elimination of almost all staff support, and other grave measures. Continued funding of
Athletics is irresponsible when its elimination would preserve important parts of the academic
(core) program. NCAA athletics would be okay (except for the CTE damage to football players)
if the program was not a parasite on the institution, if it was self-supporting. That is obviously
never going to happen in eastern Washington so creating an intramural program that got our
actual students to engage in sports would be a genuine improvement. Finally, it is important
that the administration realize the profound bitterness among the remaining faculty that will
result if the athletic program continues to suck up millions from the budget, while majors,
programs and instructors are eliminated. The message of their contempt is clear to us.

89 I think EWU athletics give Eastern a name in the community which is a good thing! 10/21/2020 9:29 AM

90 Repeatedly EWU Athletics has had budget issues and does not get put to task to remedy
them. A quote I recall from a main person in Athletics regarding the budget continually being in
the red "We don't have a spending problem; we have a revenue problem." Pretty much they
deflected that the costs were huge and the programs are not viable. I think sports are fun and
going to games can be an enriching experience, however I think it is irresponsible that so
much spending goes into athletics while academic programs are hurting. Our students do not
come to EWU because they are fans EWU athletics. When I joined the faculty at EWU, it was
impressed upon me that we are an access university with small class sizes and student
learning was a priority. I hope we remain such an institution.

10/21/2020 9:18 AM

91 I think that the athletics budget needs to be reduced and spending needs to be reviewed.
THAT BEING SAID, I think the same applies to ALL areas across campus. Previous
administrators did not do an adequate job of making cuts when/where needed and spending
throughout EWU has run a little too rampant. Things need to be reprioritized.

10/21/2020 9:05 AM

92 Intermural sports at EWU are GREAT! My only concern is the money spent on keeping football
in such a high division for a regional college.

10/21/2020 8:51 AM

93 Athletics seems to have a disproportionate budget or budget responsibility compared to
academic affairs. Sports should not be at the cost of staff and faculty jobs.

10/21/2020 8:40 AM

94 The athletics program has not been transparent about their budget for years. We could
certainly support intramural sports to provide that experience, but EWU is NOT a NCAA level
and all this continues to do is drain our budget, and the admin focuses on these non-academic
programs while trying to cut essential and long-lasting academic programs that truly serve the
students who come here. Football players are not going to play football for life, but students
who desire a high level education, are trained for a life of success and opportunity. The admin
has this all backwards, and they need to see that a ridiculous "red field" is NOT drawing
students to EWU...the programs and faculty do that. Admin doesn't get it. But then again,
admin gets there box seat and glad-handing time at football games with area VIP's... it's
egregious and time to re-set to our intended mission of access to higher education and
supporting academics. Shift it to intramural sports, stop bleeding money, and put those dollars
into the investment of students....not just the 300 or so that want to play sports. The athletics
report presented in senate was not considered seriously, and it should be. It is thorough and
defines the financial drain with little or no return...just continued debt. This makes NO sense!

10/21/2020 8:35 AM

95 This athletic program can be cost efficient. I think the football program costs too much money
for very little benefits. If the athletic program wants to focus on students' experience in college,
there are other ways than keeping the football program. For example, the basketball program is
much cheaper to maintain. Since Gonzaga (top basketball team in the nation) is in town, why
don't EWU build a stronger team and be competitive to Gonzaga? That will create more
interesting and existing situation in the region.

10/21/2020 8:22 AM

96 Most of the student athletes in my courses are not strong students. They miss class
frequently due to games/practices and they do not seem to be in our program to become
experts in our field. They seem distracted. Hence, I don't see the athletics program drawing in
higher quality students to our institution.

10/21/2020 8:09 AM

97 I have talked with many of my students about this issue. The unanimous consensus of non
athletes is that they definitely did not factor in athletics in their decision to come to EWU; they
could take or leave EWU athletics. All my students (athletes and non athletes) think that
academics should be the priority in all decisions. I have had quite a few student athletes over

10/21/2020 7:32 AM
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the years and almost everyone has told me that their athletic counselors have tried to steer
them away from my department and the major that they wanted to pursue because it would be
too hard and that the faculty would not be supportive of their athletics. They did not find this to
be the case and, in some cases, lost time because they were initially pushed into programs
that they really didn't want to be in. I do disagree with the policy that student athletes receive
priority registration. First, so many of our students have demands on their time that constrain
when they can take classes. Second, I have had students tell me that they participate in
athletics so that they can have priority registration to get into desirable sections of a class.

98 I feel deeply saddened for the athletes this year and during this process of discernment. The
athletes came to EWU because of the sport and now may feel unwanted. We may lose many
good athletes as a result.

10/21/2020 7:23 AM

99 After 30 plus years at EWU, I am proud of EWU athletics 10/21/2020 6:42 AM

100 Athletics are an important part of the education process for many. It would be a shame to see
them leave the university. There may need to be some changes in how things are handled
however, I am not sure what that might be and faculty probably are not the right ones to decide
that. Faculty seem to only be interested in their areas and if we asked athletics to help them
decide which programs were profitable and which were not they would have a fit. So, why ask
faculty to make any choices about athletics. This is a job that has to come from the athletics
department and the administration to decide what works for the entire university while still
working for athletics. By working for athletics, it needs to be working for the students who
depend on athletics to help them get what they need, much like we do with other programs.
Students needs should come first.

10/21/2020 6:21 AM

101 Keep on mind theses students have mo other affordable option for four year degree in this
area.

10/21/2020 6:07 AM

102 EWU Athletics should not be counted above Academics. If there were no budget issues it
would be great to keep it as is but at this point changes need to be made and sports need to
be stopped until the financial situation of the University has improved.

10/20/2020 11:33 PM

103 There has been a good relationship between athletics and academic in regard to student
athletes. Many of the athletes who I have had in my major's classes have been successful.

10/20/2020 11:13 PM

104 I enjoy sports and appreciate it, but it is not more important than the academic mission of the
University. I resent that I must take a big pay cut while athletics sails on.

10/20/2020 10:37 PM

105 (1) It makes no economic/financial sense for a regional university, with a very limited budget
and no reserves to speak of, to be paying the kinds of money being paid by EWU to maintain
athletics at this university. (2) That the administration at EWU thinks it is necessary to hire a
consulting firm to establish the obvious, that EWU is out of its athletic league, quite clearly
indicates where its priorities lie. (3) The millions of dollars in savings that would immediately be
accrued by belonging to an EWU appropriate athletic conference, could very ethically be used
to enhance academics and support the very many students at EWU who need both financial
and academic help. Currently, these monies are going down a pit with no end in sight.

10/20/2020 9:32 PM

106 Under normal circumstances I wouldn't object to sports (although I do think EWU generally has
spent too much money on them). But in current circumstances, I believe we should not be
funneling any money toward them. If students want sports, let's organize them as clubs or as
intramurals, where the students pay to play. Even though the athletic department has taken
cuts, the millions of dollars spent on them would be much better spent on academics. Think of
how many jobs and programs those millions could save! After all, the university is first and
foremost a place of teaching and learning.

10/20/2020 9:10 PM

107 Athletics and extracurricular activities round out the college experience for students. They are
as important as what goes on in the classroom. My experience with online teaching tells me
students need much more than academics for a mature educational experience.

10/20/2020 9:00 PM

108 Athletics help to raise the belief in caliber of a university and help to set us apart from places
that are for -profit and not based on academic traditions (e.g., Argosy, Washington Governors,
etc.)

10/20/2020 8:55 PM

109 No, but thank you for the offer. 10/20/2020 8:52 PM

110 We are facing a profound financial crisis. It is imperative that academic programs survive and
thrive. It is not imperative that athletic programs survive. If we had more resources, I would

10/20/2020 8:44 PM
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hope to see athletics thrive. In our current situation, we cannot afford this luxury.

111 I have had many very good students who came to EWU through athletics. The athletics
program seems to keep abreast of the academic work of the athlete students. All of this is
good. However, I think that athletics, in general, is over emphasized by American colleges and
in American culture, to the detriment of other strengths and attributes. The time and money
spent on college athletics does not seem to provide a proportional return to a university and its
community, which is why, in spite of my positive experiences, I do not support the university
spending on athletics, to the loss of academic programs.

10/20/2020 8:42 PM

112 If the vast majority of students are not attending sporting events, then athletics are subsidized
entertainment for the community. It is NOT a primary role of a university to provide
entertainment for the community, and we should not be cutting academic programs before
athletics if in fact students are not attending. Many will point to the student athletes and the
benefits they received. I agree. I competed in Club Sports for years, was a captain of a team,
won a regional title, and have life-long friends. I did this through club sports, which cost the
university very little. Million dollar programs are not needed to provide this for a couple of
hundred students, when we could reach thousands for less with more investment in club sports
and activities for ALL of our students. Please look at WWU and their decision to cut football 11
years ago. Their university is doing much better. This decision is difficult, but needed - football
is too expensive and does too little to benefit our students. Too much is on the line to keep
subsidized entertainment for the community at the expense of academic programs and support
staff that provide the degrees our students are at EWU for. I say as a person who loves all
sports, attended sports as an undergraduate, graduate student, and now faculty member. I
grew up in the southeast where football is a religion. If it was serving our students I would be
arguing for it. But it's clearly not. Thank you for your time.

10/20/2020 8:32 PM

113 No 10/20/2020 7:36 PM

114 We must keep athletics and it must receive less money. It's simple!! 10/20/2020 7:23 PM

115 EWU athletics, particularly football and basketball, connect us to the Spokane County
communities and gives our graduates an extra edge for local employment.

10/20/2020 7:15 PM

116 FYI Number nine above does not have appropriate options. My response to the question is I
have no idea - unfortunately that was not an option so I had to pick something.

10/20/2020 6:50 PM

117 In spite of people's opinions on sports, at the present moment we are cutting academic
programs. This is a university, not an athletic institute. Before cutting academics, we should
defund sports.

10/20/2020 6:47 PM

118 Eastern is an impoverished, low tier, public university that does a fantastic job teaching firts-
gen, vets, adults, ill prepared students, but it wants to appear as a posh residential campus
with athletics. Often, one can’t get students to attend A football game for free. Nobody hardly
attends the other sports.

10/20/2020 6:47 PM

119 I wanted to select agree for many answers, but I think the name of the school and division is a
huge part of this. Yes. I have seen first hand as a professor that students at KSU seemed to
perform far better than EWU students. But, this was due to a variety of factors. I think status
as an R1 is what affects quality of students. EWU needs to see themselves accurately: this is
not Clemson or KSU. I was also a college athlete, I love college sports, but I think you need to
be realistic. Our kids at EWU are not going pro, so why don’t we focus on academics, go to a
smaller, less expensive division. For schools like eastern, I don’t know why we have athletics.
I think athletics need to be reserved for the large, competitive schools that have R1-R2 status.
We have more important things to focus on: preparing young people for the workplace. The
location of Cheney to Spokane makes a big difference too. EWU is a commuter school. I can’t
think of many commuter schools that have these amazing big league athletic programs.

10/20/2020 6:37 PM

120 I think question 10 is too vague for EWUs' context. While some universities' athletics programs
might help enrollment in those institutions, this is not the case at EWU. A very small
percentage of our students are athletes, so I don't think our athletics program can be seen as a
significant driver of our enrollment. Also, I believe the Senate Sub-committee's report made it
clear that athletics programs at EWU cost the university more than they generate. President
May has said that EWU's current athletics budget is unsustainable.

10/20/2020 6:14 PM

121 Collegiate athletics appear to be mostly an advertising and marketing tool. If so, then it would
be more instructive if collegiate athletics were analyzed from the perspective of economics, by
econometricians. That would help alleviate the controversy.

10/20/2020 6:10 PM
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122 Let me brief. Athletics at EWU is a complete waste of money. Does college sport increase
enrollment? The answer is a huge NO!

10/20/2020 5:47 PM

123 What idiot created this survey? Question 7 is ambiguous. You appear to be asking us what
priority is and has in fact been given to athletics during the budget process. But it's possible
that you're asking what priority _should_ it be given. Those answers of course would often be
diametrically different. Your results here are therefore unusable. There's no information here to
give any context for people. When we vote we get an information pamphlet. You know most
people believe that athletics brings money into the institution on net, which is completely false.
Why not give them some correct information before asking their opinions? Also, this entire
process is a cost-benefit analysis. However, the survey doesn't elicit useful information along
these lines. A survey about athletics in isolation is useless. The situation we're faced with is a
zero-sum budget exercise with athletics vs. academics, student services, facilities, etc. The
survey does not usefully gather such information. It's also weird to ask opinions about factual
matters. Q6 is an opinion. Q10 is not - we have natural experiments around the country with
various athletic departments and changes thereof to see what impacts they have on the
applicant pools. Asking faculty unfamiliar with this research to randomly guess seems
meaningless.

10/20/2020 5:36 PM

124 For me, the priority is that athletics be self-sustaining. Academics shouldn’t foot the bill for
athletics.

10/20/2020 5:30 PM

125 The bizarre over-emphasis on sports at universities must be scaled back. I love sports. I've
participated in sports. I watch sports. But this is _crazy_.

10/20/2020 5:23 PM

126 I think that sports are important for some students and irrelevant for others. The very low
attendance of EWU students (and faculty) at football and basketball games clearly shows that
sports are not a priority for the vast majority of students at Eastern. The huge investment of
money into EWU sports is certainly not matched by student enthusiasm (or lack thereof) for
sports.

10/20/2020 5:17 PM

127 It is an extremely sad commentary when an institution forfeits academics to remain in Division
One, spending millions of dollars and jeopardizing the health of the institution. No one is
suggesting that Athletics doesn't have its place, but there is no reasonable justification for
remaining in Division One.

10/20/2020 5:16 PM

128 I don't agree with Question 12: "I believe a successful athletics program helps improve the
quality of applicants to a university." for two reasons. First, while the quality of applicants is
important, the quality of graduates is more important. In the condition of limited budget where
you can either spend on athletics or on academics (instructors, lab, equipment...), spending on
athletics might attract qualified applicants but they won't receive quality education experience
without qualified instructors, labs, and other needed equipment resulting in lower quality
graduates. On the other hand, if you spend that budget on the academic side instead of
athletics, any applicants will receive high quality education experience. Second, the question
is too general/broad. It depends on many factors. The size of athletics budget, the amount of
university deficit, the division (visibility) of the athletic programs, presence of other reputed
athletic programs in the region (Gonzaga), and many other factors.

10/20/2020 5:16 PM

129 A couple thoughts-academics should come first, but athletic events help contribute to the
social experience of students and that is an important part of a prospective student’s decision-
making when deciding on where to go to college. With that in mind, it would be great if more
focus could be spent on encouraging people to show up to athletic events by partnering with
the Cheney community businesses to offer discounted food and drink specials after games,
holding theme nights, etc., to help encourage attendance and camaraderie. I also think it’s
important for the players to represent the university in a professional manner in order to get
support. When some athletes refuse to wear masks in university residence halls it creates a
feeling of superiority and doesn’t reflect positively on athletics. They should be taking a
leadership role on and off the field/court. I also think there needs to be a greater investment in
marketing for both athletics and academics. You can’t have strong programs without helping
the departments more with marketing and capitalizing more on athletics’ success and this
comes with bigger marketing budgets and manpower.

10/20/2020 5:14 PM

130 I am disappointed that a higher education institution puts that much effort and money into
something that has nothing to do with higher education. If this was a sports club, but it is not.
EWU needs to serve its students, and they enroll in college to get a college degree, not to see
how their tuition goes into something they don't get anything out of.

10/20/2020 5:12 PM
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131 I have no problem with collegiate athletics as long is it's not built on the back of students.
Funding athletics using mandatory student fees is unethical.

10/20/2020 5:12 PM

132 I'm not sure I agree that athletics are given a budget priority over academics, however in terms
of marketing and efforts of marketing it for sure does. We should be promoting our programs
for recruitment, not just the football team. Athletics can be important for students and student
community and culture, but EWU can't compete with more popular schools for this, instead
why not develop an innovative athletics program that gives EWU its own stamp on athletics.
Academics is being asked to take on a radical new vision, Athletics should do it too.

10/20/2020 5:10 PM

133 I think all athletics should be cut before any academic program. 10/20/2020 5:09 PM

134 On question 9, college sports are an important part of the college experience for athletes, but
not for most other students. They may attend games, but that doesn't mean it's an important
part of their experience. I vacillated on question seven between much higher and higher
because the budget is tricky, and I'll admit to not entirely understanding it. But as I see it right
now, the $6 million (I think) that it costs to keep athletics going would really make a difference
to academics. Before Covid, I attended a BOT meeting where the board was hostile and
inflexible to the notion that athletics was spending too much of the university's money to the
detriment of academic programs. Our department for years has been losing faculty members
to death and retirement, and we haven't been able to replace them. We were in a really tight
spot even before Covid, so to have the board turn a blind eye to athletics spending was really
a problem. If you consider that athletics isn't really part of our mission statement, then one
could consider that even keeping it around in this budget climate is giving it a much higher
priority. That's a lot of faculty we don't have to fire and programs that don't have to be shut
down that serve students. And it's not like sports is the big revenue maker everyone would like
to think. It was deeply in the hole. Bailing them out directly effects academic programs. Plenty
of schools have eliminated or cut back dramatically on their sports programs and have
flourished. I want to make sure every option is on the table.

10/20/2020 5:09 PM

135 It is hard to see faculty and staff losing their jobs and we all have to take pay cuts but we see
athletics receive continued support. But I also understand, athletics may the only way some
students can attend college.

10/20/2020 5:08 PM

136 If data could be generated that empirically reveals that the athletics program significantly
contributes to the applicant pool, that is, that prospective students apply and choose to attend
EWU because of the athletics program, then perhaps I would reevaluate my position on this.
Thus far, this relationship between athletics and the attraction of potential students to EWU
has merely been posited, and is clearly a convenient argument for athletics to make. However,
I have seen absolutely not evidence that clearly substantiates this claim. There is no
classroom or discipline where this strategy gets the job done. In fact, I've only seen evidence
against it. I have yet to come across a student who has said that they decided to apply and
attend EWU because they're a fan of an athletics team. I have come across many who have
stated the opposite. Again, I'd be willing to believe this more if we were Clemson or Alabama,
but we're not. Knowledge of EWUs athletics program is not the only reason why students are
aware of EWU. The majority of the student body hails from the state of Washington, where
most people are aware of the 6 public institutions in the state. Watching the EWU football team
on TV is not necessary for students to know that we exist, unless they're coming from other
regions in the country (a segment of the student body which is comparatively small). This is
wishful thinking on the part of the EWU athletics program and supporters. CWU and WWU
don't have football teams and somehow get by, they're in no worse of a situation than EWU.
The deficit generated by athletics yearly is far greater than any deficit generated by academic
programs with low enrollment. I'm not suggesting academics should be completely spared, but
in this current financial environment, athletics needs to be fundamentally reevaluated such that
its budget is at the very least not being subsidized by so much from the rest of the university.
Roughly 3 percent of the student population attends athletics events, and there is no evidence
to suggest that we would lose those students if those programs no longer existed. Even if we
lost the student athletes, since most of them are on scholarships (which is a big reason for the
athletics deficit), I don't see where this would result in a loss in tuition dollars. As of now, I'm
waiting to be enlightened about this. Simply put, athletics is a prominent part of American
culture, people in general seem to like football and evidently prioritize it higher than education
in their lives. Thus, this is symptomatic of a greater set of increasingly worrisome socio-
political issues and problems in this country, where many universities are increasingly
becoming athletic institutions first, rather than academic institutions.

10/20/2020 5:06 PM

137 Why are we spending money on outsiders to evaluate our athletics programs? If EWU football 10/20/2020 5:05 PM
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specifically was a business it would have failed years ago. Pouring money into a losing
business makes no sense.

138 Athletics can have an important role for students at a university, and for the community at the
same time. However, this is not the case at EWU. While students get in free (activity fee
aside), the events are poorly attended on average by both students and the community. A lot
of this is due to competition that is outside EWUs capabilities (Gonzaga Basketball,
WSU+UW+Seahawk football, et.) Couple that with EWU being primarily a commuter school
with most students being in Spokane (not attending EWU activities), and you get a model that
is not financially feasible. Contrast that to University of MT, where there is limited competition.
The stands are full, getting season tickets is a right of passage, etc., and it is a different
model. In my opinion, the opportunity cost for EWU athletics, given its competition model, is
just too high to not pursue better options with a higher return on investment.

10/20/2020 5:00 PM

139 For a university, you need students and faculty. You don't need an athletic program. When the
athletic program is supported to the detriment of academics, priorities need to be revisited.
When there is plenty of money for both academic programs and athletics, that's great. When
there isn't, academics must take priority. That is why the university exists.

10/20/2020 4:58 PM

140 At schools where there is a high resident population (e.g. WSU), I think that athletics can be a
significant unifying force across campus. In a school like EWU with a high commuting
population, I don't think it has the same effect. It seems like Eastern students are less
interested in athletics and campus events in general than students at UW, much less than
WSU, significantly less than Gonzaga.

10/20/2020 4:56 PM

141 In my opinion, when a University is facing serious budgetary constraints, such that they are
evaluating the need to eliminate faculty and cut degree programs, we must re-assess our
priorities. Athletics are a nice thing to offer, but under no circumstances should they ever
outweigh the educational process. Universities can't function without teachers, they can get by
just fine without football.

10/20/2020 4:56 PM

142 I am a member of the Department of Wellness and Movement Sciences. At no point in the
'faculty' review of the athletics program which created a proposal document, was our
department contacted or even considered. In my opinion, the 'faculty' perspective was biased
and not considerate of their colleagues needs in a exercise and sport-focused field. In the
WAMS department we have programs that include undergraduate degrees in Health and PE,
Exercise Science, and Recreation. We have minors in Coaching and Sports Management. We
also have Masters degrees in Athletic Training and Sports Administration/Exercise Science.
Many of these programs include quality partnerships with the athletics program. I agree that
perhaps athletics needs to be more fiscally responsible and have made significant
improvements in this area. However, I believe EWU also needs to consider the valuable
partnerships between EWU athletics and our academic programs. EWU athletics supports our
Masters programs by providing graduate assistant opportunities in sports marketing and
strength & conditioning for our MS in Sport Administration/Exercise Science students. EWU
athletics provides significant learning opportunities for our Athletic Training students. EWU
athletics has partnered with Exercise to provide 'ECGs for EKGs' as a cardiac screening tool
for our athletes led by our students to gain experiential learning. EWU athletics provides
practicum and internship experiences for our undergraduate students. Furthermore, many
faculty within the Department of Wellness and Movement Sciences as well as students
pursuing Masters theses, conduct research across a broad spectrum of topics relating to
athlete populations with the EWU athletics. If this vast array of opportunities that are a result
of partnerships with EWU athletics were to disappear or drastically change from their current
state, it would be a loss to many including our students and faculty.

10/20/2020 4:56 PM

143 Our faculty analysis, done by colleagues with doctoral degrees in economics and physics, who
understand mathematics, found that less than 10% of our students go to athletics events, and
less than 6% participate in athletics programs. Our students come here for academics, not
athletics, and it is time to cease spending millions of dollars annually to prop up an activity
that serves a very, very small minority of our students.

10/20/2020 4:55 PM

144 Students go to college to get an education for better career prospects, not to play sports.
Spending on a floundering athletics program that costs millions of dollars to the university
while ceasing academic programs doesn’t serve the core tenant of what a college is: a place of
learning. Student athletes represent 3% of our student population, and they require an
enormous financial support from the other 97% of students. The games are poorly attended by
students and with the severe financial cuts that academic affairs is proposing, it is asinine to

10/20/2020 4:54 PM
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continue with the athletic programs. Other similar institutions have shown that cutting athletics
has not had any effect on their enrollment.

145 The purpose of college is not athletics, but an education. Many students--especially football--
complete university classes just so they can play. To have a university there needs to be 3
things: students, classes, faculty. Without any one of those 3 you do not have a university. A
large amount of money is going towards a "thing" (athletics) that does not help a university be
a better university.

10/20/2020 4:53 PM

146 It is a nice pipe dream to think that EWU athletics will ever be profitable. The odds are very
low that this will happen.
http://www.ncaa.org/sites/default/files/2015%20Division%20I%20RE%20report.pdf From the
report: -Only 24 FBS programs are profitable (2014 data: but consistent over last decade) -
"median FCS" programs are spending $11M/year on athletics. -Athletics spending as a percent
of total university spending is INCREASING -spending per athlete is UP in the FBS IT IS
TIME TO DIVORCE ATHLETICS FROM ACADEMICS. UNIVERSITIES SHOULD NOT BE
SUBSIDIZING AMATEUR LEAGUES FOR THE NFL, NBA, MLB, and MLS. EASTERN
COULD BE A LEADER HERE. Eliminating sports did not hurt Chicago in the long run and it
won't hurt us either. https://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/2019/08/23/university-chicago-
made-one-college-footballs-boldest-plays-it-quit/ At the VERY LEAST we need to move to a
lower division, allowing us to save millions of dollars per year. We are an academic institution
NOT an athletics institution. Yet, the conversation always puts athletics and academics as two
sides of the same coin. They are not.

10/20/2020 4:53 PM

147 It is important to know that when an academic unit requires funding, they must make a
proposal that goes through several levels of review: Chair, Dean, Provost etc. When athletics
needs funding they go straight to the President. There are fewer barriers or opportunities for
rejection. In this sense the system is biased. Maybe there should be Deans and Provosts for
athletics too, and this would help level the playing field. I would add that nonacademic
programs receive disproportionate levels of funding overall. There appears to be a lack of
understanding in "how much is too much" in reference to funding nonacademic programs. I've
seen proportions of funding relative to academic programs that are hard to believe. It's on a
level that academic programs and the outreach efforts to support them are essentially
disenfranchised. We need to change the culture, and this begins with S&A ASEWU funds. Half
of them go to athletics as a fait accompli each year. When and how did the students decide
this? I think there is a place for non academic programs, but let's be selective about which
ones to support and let's be realistic about the funding amounts. I read that 28% of scholarship
funds go to 3.2% of students (who are athletes). And $1 million in tuition waivers may be going
to athletes. If true, it is hard to imagine how these decisions are made in a time when
academic programs are constantly cutting valuable resources. It reveals a flawed funding
system that has crossed over to unethical practices.

10/20/2020 4:53 PM

148 EWU has a mission to serve the needs of our region and community. Athletics should align
and prove it is meeting this outcome while also being a “value added” program. If a degree
program cannot run in the red, neither should athletics. If my L2 program has to provide the
university with a profit margin to remain active, so too should athletics. Our coaches salaries
are not appropriate. Our community already has a great football (WSU) and basketball (GU)
team. What we offer the community is an affordable degree and all efforts should be to keep
that possibility first before funding non-degree programs.

10/20/2020 4:51 PM

149 I had trouble interpreting question number 7. I didn't know if it was asking how much priority
sports should get or how much priority words are already getting, so I assumed the latter when
I responded. I think sports are nice to have as long as they don't come with the sacrifice of
losing any academic programs. I think education should come first if we must choose.

10/20/2020 4:49 PM

150 I don't beleive my answers adequately reflect how I view athletics at EWU. They are important,
but can be enjoyed at a scaled down level. I beleive we are struggling to pay for a more visible
program--lets buy a nice subaru instead of trying to afford a BMW.

10/20/2020 4:45 PM

151 The previous president was naive, ignorant to think that a strong athletics program- football-
would increase student applications if the team was successful. This idiotic premise was
based on the success on the University of Miami in the 80's. First, we are not a D1
powerhouse nor do we have the donors to establish such a program. The majority of football
programs in the country do not generate any revenue ( the current myth by uninformed
individuals most commonly assume). UCLA, Ohio Stat are among the few to have a brand and
be profitable. We are not a flagship university and we do not have a nearly $200 million dollar
athletic budget as Ohio St. There are several major D1 ( Univeristy of Iowa)schools

10/20/2020 4:41 PM
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eliminathing athletics - and they have much bigger budgets than EWU. There are plenty of
amazing colleges throughout the country that do not have sports or football and have some of
the best college environment: see UCSB, UC Santa Cruz, Claremon, Pomono College ( I can
tell you that students did not make their choice on attending those schools based having a
great school environment at a sports event- their choice is based on the great academic
tradition, rigor and ability to get great jobs). It's disingenous for anyone to argue the importane
of sports in college during what may appear to be a paradigm shift in higher education. At the
end, parents, students will send their children based on the quality of education and the
prospect of being highly competitive in the labor market. When has an atheltic program or sport
done that for the student body ? I love sports but I hope this is the end of the spors industrial
complex which has dilutted the importance of education and focused more on experience.
Administrators that continue to adhere to such an anachronistic thinking are a problem why
higher education is in the current predicament - hopefully smart, innovative changes are made.
At the end though, this survey is just perfuctory .

152 My opinions are based on my historical experience, but I realize everything is changing in
collegiate sports and some of that is inevitable.

10/20/2020 4:38 PM

153 Even as a former college athlete (both my husband and I), I think that in this situation we are
facing due to budget, that athletics can no longer be a priority at our university.

10/20/2020 4:35 PM

154 Please stop bleeding academics to support the losing endeavor that is Athletics at EWU. 10/20/2020 4:35 PM

155 EWU has been the leader in many aspects of higher education. EWU should now adopt a
European model of supporting and promoting community athletics and leave the education to
faculty. This could become a beautiful blend of EWU phys ed courses (training, management,
development, promotions) with thriving, community-owned facilities supporting physical
education. Dare to be better - focus on promoting academics AND community involvement.

10/20/2020 4:35 PM

156 If athletics have a positive impact on the academic experience -- if that's the rationale for why
an institution of higher education sponsors athletics (and it's a fair one) -- then it ought to have
its budget and decision-making directed by the faculty and broadly Academic Affairs, since its
work ought to be directed in service to the academic aims and mission. I do think that athletics
are an important part of the college experience -- I worked at a university that lacked any
sports program, and I did feel its absence. But I have attended schools with multiple levels of
athletics, from Division I (what we used to call I-A, the Bowl Subdivision) to Division II to
NAIA, and I cannot say that I think play at the less expensive division levels diminished the
important academic and campus climate role of college athletics on those campuses. It's time
to seriously consider moving out of the Big Sky and into a level that is a better match for our
peers and our budget.

10/20/2020 4:34 PM

157 Universities are about education. 10/20/2020 4:33 PM

158 Although I think sports have the potential to be a rich part of the college experience, that hasn't
been the case here. Few students attend athletic events (I ask often in my courses), and the
cost for the general public to attend is more than a small family an afford. It is out of the reach
for most of our low-income community as a viable entertainment option. This means that the
only true beneficiaries of the program are the few hundred athletes, which is a poor distribution
of money per student. I do not see athletics as a unifying component on this campus, for the
students, faculty, nor the community.

10/20/2020 4:33 PM

159 I don't believe all sports are given equal status at EWU. I understand that is very common
throughout the universities, but it seems there is a greater imbalance here.

10/20/2020 4:31 PM

160 Current funding model for athletics is unsustainable. I feel athletics should be held to the same
standard as academic departments. I was a former collegiate athlete so I appreciate what
athletics can provide for students, but I concerned especially in our current financial
circumstances that athletics will get a pass, while many of my colleagues will be losing there
jobs and department budgets will be decimated.

10/20/2020 4:31 PM

161 Control spending, say no, cuts large amount of spending by decreasing international and out of
state scholarships in non revenue sports. Plenty of places to cut and not negatively impact
performance. Limit travel, bus, fly commercial, we don’t have to keep up with the jones

10/20/2020 4:30 PM

162 While I was thrilled when we won the championships, the "bump" in student interest did not
materialize. Athletics cannot continue to suck the life out of academics at this university and
expect it to survive much longer.

10/20/2020 4:30 PM
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163 I hear the students are charged a student fee that gives them free admission to the games.
This seems unfair. The students should have the option of going and not have a fee forced on
them.

10/20/2020 4:29 PM

164 In good budgetary conditions, athletics is a good dimension of university life. In bad
conditions, athletics should receive less funding, and if alumni put pressure to maintain current
sports, then they should be willing to pay for it.

10/20/2020 4:29 PM

165 In a time of such severe financial crisis, I just don't see spending money on a nonacademic
focus. I know the athletic programs bring in diverse students but our state simply is not
funding higher education well enough to spend money outside the main teaching arena
anymore.

10/20/2020 4:29 PM

166 Questions imply athletic programs are cost-less. Should have questions about willingness to
pay. Students might favor athletics if it is free but not if they have to pay $265 a quarter. The
entire issue about EWU athletics is cost not enjoyment.

10/20/2020 4:28 PM

167 Athletics should only be allow to run if it can fund itself from its activities and private donors. It
should not be allowed to take from the budge of Academics affairs. They are extracurricular
activities and are enrichment activity, but not a requirement for Higher education. If it takes
away money away from academics then the sport should be cut. Remember that sports is
playing a game and only contributes to entertainment and it is non-essential to academics that
a university is founded on.

10/20/2020 4:27 PM

168 we don't need sports. the football team won the title in 2010 and yet our enrollment numbers
have steadily declined. they cut adjuncts and secretaries but no assistant coach ever gets let
go. we need to educate students, that is the purpose of the university, not athletics.

10/20/2020 4:27 PM

169 I actually believe athletics are an important part of a university. They build history and loyalty. 10/20/2020 4:26 PM

170 Well over 90% of EWU students never attend a sporting event. We are wasting limited
resources by having sports at this university.

10/20/2020 4:26 PM

171 I think the University should share more information about the income and expenses related to
athletics. As it currently stands, many faculty members believe that academic budgets are
suffering because of athletic expenses. More transparency would clarify the true costs of
athletics versus the revenue generated by them.

10/20/2020 4:25 PM

172 I love sports in general, and college sports in particular, my feelings are not about an inherent
bias to sports. But this University can no longer afford to subsidies sports at this level. In
addition, Eastern will never, ever capture the public's attention or draw interest from the
regional sports fans for the major sports. Casual fans of basketball, both men's and women's,
will always focus on Gonzaga, fans of football will follow WSU or UW. We are chasing an
unattainable dream and it needs to stop.

10/20/2020 4:24 PM

173 While I like sports, EWU is an academic institution. As such, academics should be placed
before (way before) sports. Especially when faculty and staff are being laid off, we should not
be spending so much money on sports...it is just too costly and benefits a small number of
students. Central Washington University is not in the same dire financial situation that EWU is
in. How do sports rank on their campus?

10/20/2020 4:24 PM

174 I support athletics, but academics should take priority over them. 10/20/2020 4:23 PM

175 Given the growing evidence of long term impacts to the brain from concussions in football
players, I believe promoting football as much as Eastern does runs directly counter to our
educational mission. I support maintaining athletics in order to provide athletic opportunities to
our students, but do not think it benefits EWU in any tangible way to maintain a competitive
football team in our current division. It has not been paying for itself, and has been a drain on
university resources.

10/20/2020 4:23 PM

176 Everything needs to be on the table when there are cuts. 10/20/2020 4:21 PM

177 The survey questions are less than adequate for a quality survey. 10/20/2020 4:21 PM

178 It receives too large a piece of the budget, considering attendance of student spectators. Drop
a division and cut budget.

10/20/2020 4:21 PM

179 Why are they not cutting the same percentage from athletics? Why is they president's salary
not being cut (more that 10%)? Why are there so many people being "appointed" to vice

10/20/2020 4:21 PM
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president/vice provost roles? We have WAY bigger issues than athletics.

180 Academics should always be the highest priority. 10/20/2020 4:20 PM


